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The CAA and the ECF have signed a Memorandum of Understanding. The full
document is on the CAA website. This document formalises the rela onship between the
two bodies. The ECF has also provided guidance on new data protec on guidelines (see
page 3).

AGM:

The AGM of the CAA is being proposed to coincide with the Bri sh
Championships in Hull. The proposed date is Saturday 4 August, 2014 at 11am.
In addi on to the normal items there will be discussion/acceptance of the new
Cons tu on and discussion of recommenda ons for arbiter fees.
As part of the MoU the CAA have to propose a ‘wage structure’ for arbiters. It is
accepted that many arbiters do not want a fee but it is also felt that if such a fee is
waived it should be considered to be a dona on and appear in the accounts as such. This
structure is being worked on and will include the arbiters qualiﬁca ons and posi on held
as well as the nature of the event. It is certainly clear that no organiser should expect an
arbiter to be out of pocket.

Arbiter Courses: There have been a number of ECF Arbiter Courses held and a FIDE
Arbiter Course is to be held in Hull at the start of the Bri sh Championships. Chess
Scotland arranged its ﬁrst FIDE Seminar in February in which six out of the eight
par cipants passed.

League Chess: There have been some incidents reported to us which have taken place
in events with no arbiter present. In all of the cases presented a basic knowledge of the
Laws would have prevented escala on of what were rela vely minor incidents. There is
now a guide on the documents page which deals with common problems that occur in
League matches.
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ECF & CAA Memorandum of Understanding
This document formalises the rela onship between the CAA and the ECF. In it there is
agreement that the ECF will organise arbiter courses in England but that the CAA will
provide training material for those courses. The exam itself is the responsibility of the
ECF’s Chief Arbiter. The ECF will provide the CAA with documents from FIDE (World
Body), the ECU (European body), and the Commonwealth Chess Assoc rela ng to arbiters
and organisers. The CAA will extract the appropriate informa on and pass it on to the
BICC (Bri sh Isles Chess Coordina ng Commi ee). The CAA will also set up a Standards
Commi ee for which the ECF will provide suitable insurance. This Commi ee will look at
chess related disputes. In general only issues arising from graded/rated events will be
considered and only a er local a empts at resolu on have failed. The ECF will enforce
any decisions made or publish its reasons for not doing so. The CAA will also recommend
fees for arbiters who work at ECF graded chess tournaments.
Expected outcomes of the agreement
It is accepted that acknowledging that the ECF is ul mately responsible for the training of
arbiters in England will be unpopular in some areas. It should be noted that the
agreement does not preclude a CAA system of arbiter tles. But at the current me this
is not thought necessary.
Currently the CAA does provide informa on to arbiters. In general this informa on is
obtained by individuals through contacts and knowledge of procedures. It is hoped that
by being provided with news releases, etc from interna onal bodies that a more formal
and comprehensive compila on of material will be made available to a wider arbiter and
organiser base. Examples of this include such things as changes to the Laws of Chess,
tournament regula ons and arbi ng opportuni es at Olympiads.
Perhaps the most signiﬁcant outcome will be the Standards Commi ee. This commi ee
will hopefully be seen as a neutral method of dispute resolu on. A Congress may feel
that an arbiter has not coped well or that a player has been abusive to oﬃcials. Other
than banning the player from that event or never using the arbiter again there are no
other form of sanc ons. In the case of the arbiter the CAA may be able to suggest
suitable retraining if necessary or explain to the congress that its expecta ons were
unreasonable. In the case of the player it can provide an independent body to resolve
the case. It must be emphasised that this commi ee should not be seen as the ﬁrst port
of call. Internal measures to resolve the problem should be exhausted before it
progresses to that level.
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DATA PROTECTION ISSUES
New legisla on, the General Data Protec on Regula on (GDPR) comes into eﬀect on 25 th
May this year. Please see the full advice given at this link
h ps://www.englishchess.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/GDPR-County-and-Club-Guide.pdf

Some of the advice given to stay within the law will aﬀect congresses and clubs. Some
main points and sugges ons follow.
Obtaining data for grading and membership purposes and to pass on to na onal bodies is
acceptable.
Paper records have to be kept securely. If in club premises these should be locked away.
It may be advisable only to bring necessary info to congresses. Giving arbiters printed
entry lists which also contains addresses could be a breach.
Only authorised people should have access to membership records. Contact details
should only be displayed if speciﬁc permission has been given for this. This applies to
websites and also clubs lists which some clubs have distributed to all members.
Data should be stored in the minimum number of places.
When data is collected those from whom it is collected should be informed of
• The legal basis for doing so;
• What data you collect;
• How it is stored;
• To whom you pass it on and for what purpose;
• For how long you keep the data;
• What they can do to limit how you use your data.
This will usually be achieved via a Privacy No ce, which may be on the club/congress
website, but a printed copy should also be available in the club and be sent to those who
request it. Members/entrants should be directed to this Privacy No ce on every occasion
when you collect data, so it should be referred to on the applica on forms.

FIDE Tournament Registra on
Organisers of FIDE rated events should make sure that they are registered with FIDE in
plenty of me. FIDE may not accept an event for registra on if it is not done within the
speciﬁed me. For a rated event the deadline is seven days before the event but for ones
where tle norms may be possible then the deadline is 28 days. Things like play-oﬀs if
they follow immediately a er will normally be accepted with a minimum of no ce eg
Championship play-oﬀs need only be registered when it is known that they will happen
provided this is immediately a er the main event.
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Ques ons
A larger than usual number of ques ons has been sent to me. Hopefully you will agree
with the answers given.
“A player presses his clock with the knight he has captured. Is this legal?”
Pressing the clock with the piece is ﬁne assuming the piece is in the hand
used to capture it. Having said that when I have seen this done the piece
has usually banged the clock which is not allowed. So using the piece is, in
theory, OK but how it is used will determine if it should be punished.
“A player’s pen runs out when he is short of me. Is he
allowed to stop the clock to get another?”
The player is en tled to stop the clock to seek advice
from the arbiter. If it was thought to be frivolous the
player could be punished. I think if the pen had been
playing up since the beginning of the game he would
need to explain why he didn't sort it out earlier. Many, many years ago,
before the rule about the scoresheet having to be visible to the arbiter
came into force, I pulled up a player for not recording. He li ed the top
sheet of his duplicate scoresheet to show that he had been scoring. His pen
had run out but he had kept recording with the dud pen leaving a clear
recording on the scoresheet below. I gave him another pen.
“A player with king and pawn v king and knight runs out of me. He claims a draw
as the opponent does not have ma ng material. The opponent agrees and that
result is handed in. The opponent subsequently realises that he should have won.
Can the result be changed?”
Firstly if an agreed result is handed in the arbiter can accept that result even
if it is wrong. Here one player has been denied the win because they were
not aware of the rules. That is their own fault. A slightly diﬀerent scenario The player ini ally accepts that it is drawn but then realises that there is a
helpmate possible before leaving the board and before the result is handed
in. Is he forced to accept the draw? This is more complicated. If the draw
was agreed before the ﬂag was known to have fallen then the draw should
most certainly stand. If he has tacitly accepted the draw because of the
ac ons of the opponent the situa on is much less clear. It is analogous to
the player who wrongly claims mate and the opponent is so shocked by the
unexpected move (and the outstretched hand!) that they brieﬂy accept the
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mate claim. My opinion is that if it is realised soon enough then the win
should be given. Any signiﬁcant delay would mean that the draw result
should stand.
In a similar vein, in a league match a player is mated. He is shocked and
shakes hands. Subsequently he realises that the move producing mate was
illegal. What should be done? The opponent claims that he has accepted
the result. Here ming is important. Clearly if the result has not been
handed in then the game should be restarted. If the illegal move was not
realised un l the following day then there is a much stronger case that the
result, although wrong, should stand .
“In a game played under Blitz rules Black leaves his king in check. White captures
the king and claims a win. Black claims a win because an illegal move has been
played by the king capture. The arbiter is called over. What is his decision?
Firstly it should be noted that the 2018 Laws state that it needs two illegal
moves to lose in Blitz (and Rapidplay). So unless one player has made a
previous illegal move neither player is en tled to a win. Probably the ﬁrst
thing the arbiter should do is to look at the clock. If White’s clock is s ll
running then the White capture has not been completed. If Black’s clock is
running then White has completed an illegal move. If the clock is paused it
is important to establish who paused the clock. If White did it having
assumed he has won then I would consider that he had completed the
capture. If White has completed the illegal king capture then he should be
penalised for the illegal move and Black given an extra minute. If White has
not completed the move then A.4.2 has to be considered.
A.4.2 If the arbiter observes an ac on taken under Ar cle 7.5.1, 7.5.2, 7.5.3 or 7.5.4, he
shall act according to Ar cle 7.5.5, provided the opponent has not made his next move.
If the arbiter does not intervene, the opponent is en tled to claim, provided the
opponent has not made his next move. If the opponent does not claim and the arbiter
does not intervene, the illegal move shall stand and the game shall con nue. Once the
opponent has made his next move, an illegal move cannot be corrected unless this is
agreed by the players without interven on of the arbiter.
White has made a move, though he is now going to take it back as he is
en tled to do. My interpreta on is that the piece which made the king
capture must be moved. If in doing so the king is no longer in check then
there is no problem and the game con nues. If the king is s ll in check the
arbiter cannot do anything un l Black plays his next move. The players may
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correct the situa on themselves, for example by going back to the posi on
when Black is put in check and allowing Black to move out of check. The
arbiter should not be involved in this reconstruc on.

Sealed First Move!?!
A player asked to seal his ﬁrst move. This was because the
opponent was not present. In a recent case this request was
refused but other arbiters have allowed it.
Why would a player want to do this? The simple answer is that
he fears his opponent could be preparing for the opening with
the knowledge gained. If this is on a live board with no delayed transmission it would be
very easy for the opponent (Player B) to sit in his car, wait un l the move is played and
then analyse. Alterna vely another player could relay the played move to him. This
would be par cularly useful if Player A had played 1 c4 instead of his normal 1 d4.
There is nothing in the rules which speciﬁcally allows a player to seal their ﬁrst move. In
the Guidelines on adjournments it does say that if an opponent is not present then a
player can seal his next move.
The Preface states “Where cases are not precisely regulated by an Ar cle of the Laws, it
should be possible to reach a correct decision by studying analogous situa ons which are
regulated in the Laws. “ Many arbiters would regard this as suﬃcient reason to allow it.
Certainly if the game is being broadcast live then I would have no hesita on in allowing a
player to simply write the move on his scoresheet and only play it when the opponent
arrives. Even if the transmission is being delayed by 10-20 minutes I would consider such
a request as reasonable. In a normal game, where at least two people would be involved
in chea ng (Player B and the person telling him the move) then it is not unreasonable to
discourage such requests.
If such a request is allowed then someone has to be at the board when Player B arrives to
make sure that the move is played and that there is no confusion.

ECF Manager of Arbiters
Tom Thorpe is the new ECF Manager of Arbiters. Any ques ons rela ng to ECF ma ers in
this area should be directed to him in the ﬁrst instance. Geoﬀ Gammon, who had been
doing the job, is reducing his chess commitments.
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Blackpool Conference
Why is it called the Blackpool Conference rather than the
Blackpool Congress? (I’ll leave the ma er of chess events
being called congresses to a later issue.) Well the answer
now is really just tradi on but there is a reason. When
the event was held at the Winter Gardens the local
Council had a number of mes that they could nominate
conferences for a free hire. By calling it a conference the
organisers sa sﬁed the Council’s requirements for a free
let of the venue.
The Standard produced some interes ng situa ons. In
round 1 a player, who had not been on the ini al list,
claimed that he had not been included in the draw.
Foolishly the arbiter accepted his word for it and paired
him against the player who was due to get the bye. The
arbiter then tried to add that pairing to the computer to
discover that the player was already in the draw and was
now about to ‘give a simul’. Before play started the arbiter went to conﬁrm with the
player that he had indeed been in the draw and would play his original opponent. He
was at neither board but was si ng at a third with his scoresheet ﬁlled in with the name
of the person si ng opposite him.
Result slip errors are not uncommon but in round 2 a result slip was handed in recording
that Player A had both won and lost the game. This was achieved by entering the same
name for the black and the white players.
A player was pulled up for not recording. “But I have permission” he insisted. On
inves ga on the permission was given by an arbiter who was not oﬃcia ng at the event.
The player was told that he needn’t record if he had a medical condi on. “Oh no, there is
nothing wrong with me I just forget when I get worked up.” He is told that if he is not
recording then he should have his me reduced at the start of the game if the arbiter
gives permission. His reply was that he would not be seeking to do that as an arbiter had
deducted what he considered to be an unreasonable amount of me on the occasion
that he had done so.
I also had a player request an extra queen. Despite what the Laws say about a player
being allowed to stop his clock to make this request, I rejected it. The main grounds for
doing so was that the game (in fact the tournament!) had not even started so the request
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for the extra queen was, to say the least, premature. The same player made the same
request in round 4, but at least this me wai ng un l shortly a er the game had started.
He received the same answer. There was no doubt on this occasion he was hoping to
in midate his young opponent. The player did not stop his clock to ask for the queen. If
he had I would have given serious considera on to penalising him for not having a valid
reason to have done so.
These people walk amongst us.

Pu ng Players in Order
Kevin Markey has suggested the following reﬁnement to the system that was outlined in
the previous issue. It is used at the Cotswold Congress.
Here players with the same ra ng/grade were put in order by FIDE taking precedence
over ECF. Where players had the same ECF grade then they were ordered by the le er
which gives an indica on of ac vity. So a 160A would be listed before a 160D.
The method has logic. Those using computer pairing so ware will have to remember not
to undo the manual tweaking needed to achieve this by doing a quick resort a er a late
entry.

The Ideal Venue
Chess ﬁnances in Britain o en dictates that if the price is right then almost anything will
do as a venue.
This raises the ques on that is such a strategy counter produc ve? 4NCL Congresses in
hotels are a rac ng increasing numbers whilst events held in village halls see declining
a endance. Finding aﬀordable venues can be an impossible task. I was once quoted a
price of £2000 a day by a hotel. This would reduce to a mere £1800 if I would guarantee
room bookings of £15000 per night. Schools, once a rela vely cheap op on, now charge
near four ﬁgure sums for a weekend.
Even when money seems to be freely available organisers s ll seem to come up with
venues that are less than ideal. The recent Candidates matches seem to be a case in
point. Agon, the organisers, have gone for the drama c but it may not be to the beneﬁt
of the standard of chess played. They have taken over a former building in which beer
used to be stored a er it was used as a cool storage area and transformed it into a
theatre to promote chess. As the picture shows, they have gone for the drama c with
spectators looking down on the combatants.
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The players ini ally were complaining about noise levels and about a lack of water in the
toilets which has produced the comment “This proves that Agon couldn’t organise a pissup in a brewery.” The venue relies on vending machines to provide drinks and snacks.
There are no real catering facili es as we would expect at a chess event of this stature.
For those a ending it is reported that even leaving the venue produces limited success
with only one cafe in the immediate area. GM Grischuk is quoted as saying a er his ﬁrst
round loss "It's a bad day for me for this ques on, because I think the playing condi ons
are absolutely terrible. Now that I've lost, it will sound like an excuse, but believe me it's
not. There's not even water in the toilet!" The Candidates tournament is an 8 player allplay-all to determine who plays Carlsen later in the year in London to decide the World
Championship. The London venue has s ll to be announced.

Oh Dear!
An arbiter points out to a colleague that a player is frequently leaving the room. The
arbiter notes that is indeed the case. He decides to follow him. The player is followed to
another hall where another sec on is being played. The player sits at a board and
considers his next move. Only then does the arbiter realise that the player he has been
following is not in his sec on and not even in his room!!!
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Oh Dear! Oh Dear!
An unsighted player is scheduled to play on a sensory board. The arbiters arrange for him
to have space for his clock and set. They neglect to remove the original clock. Some me
into the game the opponent asks “In the case of a dispute, which is the oﬃcial clock?”
He had been pressing both clocks un l that point.

Oh Dear! Oh Dear! Oh Dear!
The players had been told that to avoid accusa ons of chea ng all mobile phones had to
be put in a bag. The bags which normally hold the sets were available for this purpose.
At the end of one game a player brings this bag out of his pocket and removes his mobile
phone from it!! As this was a university student it is to be hoped that he wasn’t studying
logic.

Clock Review
Leap KK9908. This budget clock is
the latest to be approved by FIDE.
My thanks to Andrew Bu erworth
and Chess Direct for allowing the
opportunity to review this clock.
It is a later model than that
branded for the English Chess
Company (Leap PQ9907S?) which
has previously been reviewed (see
CAA website).
The clock is very similar looking to
that one but blue in colour. One
big diﬀerence is that if the move
counter is inac ve then addi onal
me shows on both clocks at the same me. Previously, it only added on the me when
each clock reached zero so one clock could be well into the second session whilst the
other was s ll in the ﬁrst. This anomaly has been removed.
As on other clocks the move counter is inac ve if the clock is set for 0 moves. However
this only seems to work on the user deﬁned modes 00 and 99. If a preset mode is edited
then the result may not be as expected. For example mode 4 is 90 minutes for 40 moves
with 30 second increments and then a further 30 minutes is added, a standard se ng
and therefore very useful to have. However, if you try to edit the se ng so that the
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move counter is ignored it will let you change the 40 to 00 but when it is switched on it
goes almost immediately to the second session, trea ng the 00 as no moves rather than
an undeﬁned number of moves. Watching closely, the expected me seems to appear
very brieﬂy to be replaced by the second me control. The clock shows you are in the
second session but the me ‘le over’ from the ﬁrst session is lost I.e. it shows only 30
minutes and not 2 hours (1hr 30mins + 30mins).
One really simple, but very useful, feature is the red band on the rocker arm (see
illustra on). This makes it much easier to see from a distance which clock is going.
The clock requires only one AA ba ery and has quite a small footprint which may make it
popular for venues with li le space between the boards. One downside is the manual
which appears to be a poor transla on of the original Chinese. Having said that, anyone
used to se ng other digital clocks should be able to do so without too much trouble.
The clock is currently selling at around the £30 mark and is therefore good value.

It’s Snow Joke
Recent bad weather has caused the cancella on/postponement of two congresses and
aﬀected several other events.
“The Beast from the East” meant Bristol was called oﬀ when the venue announced that it
would not open for safety reasons. Durham organisers debated whether to call that
congress oﬀ ini ally before ﬁnally doing so. This proved to be the correct decision. A
main road connec ng the venue to the A1 was closed for many days, ﬁrstly for fear that
snow would fall oﬀ a cliﬀ onto the road and then, un l it was checked, that the snow had
not weakened the cliﬀ face with the risk of rock falls. Other events found that players
withdrew reducing their entry.
Version 2 of the bad weather meant that the Enniscorthy team were stuck on a ferry,
missing a 4NCL match. The ferry was supposed to dock at 6am. It had several fu le
a empts before ﬁnally giving up and returning to Dublin. It had been hoped that the
ferry would be able to dock at 1pm and a delayed start to their match against
Manchester Man cores was agreed. When that a empt failed Man cores were awarded
the match. One team short meant that there would have to be a triangular match on the
Sunday. Within two hours of the draw being published the arbiters received a message
that players from Bradford’s teams had struggled to get home and if condi ons had not
improved then they were unlikely to be able to ﬁeld all three teams the following
morning. The absence of one Bradford team was conﬁrmed at 8.30am. The repairing
was published and aﬀected teams no ﬁed. That however was not the end of the
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arbiters’ problems as players con nued to drop out. The draw, giving the players, was
supposed to be published at 9.30am. At this point changes were s ll being made and the
publica on was delayed by a few minutes. Five minutes a er that further team changes
were made as it was discovered that one more player would not be coming. Changes
were made pairing default v default when ever possible and aﬀected teams no ﬁed of
the changes at 9.58am.
The arbiters’ problems were not over. The Captain of one team made contact to say he
had no idea how many of his players would make it but 5 had set out (the other was their
board 6 so not a signiﬁcant problem in the grand scheme). Players were also cas ng
doubts about whether one other team would make it. In the end all the expected players
did arrive – and on me. There was one player without a game but there was what was
a suitable opponent, assumed to be a reserve, willing to play him. They were matched
up. Only when a emp ng to enter this pairing into the computer system was it
discovered that the addi onal player was not registered for any team and had simply
turned up to spectate!!

English Coun es Championships
There is much current debate about proposed changes to the rules for the ECF Coun es
Championships.
There seems to be three viewpoints, those who want change to encourage greater
par cipa on, those who believe change will reduce par cipa on and those who won’t
take part regardless.
However, the recent match in the U120 compe on between No nghamshire and
Lincolnshire may indicate that a more fundamental change in the rules is required.
Equipment disputes in the past have tended to revolve around table sizes and whether
seats must have backs on them or will benches do.
The above match has added a new dimension. The picture on the following page, not
from an actual game, will let you decide if No ngham had grounds for complaint.
The Lincoln team forgot to bring boards with them. There were sets and clocks but no
boards! The a empts at improvised boards did not meet with the visitors approval. As a
result no play took place.
For those in any doubt Law 2.1 is the one which applies.
2.1

The chessboard is composed of an 8 x 8 grid of 64 equal squares alternately
light (the ‘white’ squares) and dark (the ‘black’ squares).
The chessboard is placed between the players in such a way that the near
corner square to the right of the player is white.
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Clearly the suggested board
sa sﬁes 75% of the above rule –
the board is correctly posi oned
and 32 of the squares are white.
The dispute revolves around
whether the other 32 squares can
be accurately described as ‘dark’.
It is also debatable if the squares
are large enough to comfortably
hold the kings and queens. It is
unlikely though that the size would
have
caused
problems
if
everything else had been acceptable.
My normal advice when a dispute arises in a match where no arbiter is present is to try
to con nue and let the organisers sort it out later. In this case it can be argued that any
game which took place on these ‘boards’ would be at best a varia on of chess. My fear
would have been the higher probability of illegal moves being completed. It is common
in tournaments to give the best equipment to the top boards. However, in the
hypothe cal situa on of the board being constructed of 64 squares of the same colour it
is likely that it would be stronger players who could cope best. Beginners are likely to
make some interes ng bishop moves.
Another considera on is the durability of the board par cularly to water damage. At the
moment it seems to me at every event a board suﬀers from the spillage of tea, coﬀee or
water. (As an aside I have heard of an incident in a Minor sec on of an Australian
tournament. Cardboard boards were being used. There was an accidental water related
incident before the start of the game. The water was mopped up but obviously not very
well. As the game progressed the corner of the board where the water had penetrated
started to curve upwards. Ini ally this was not a problem but as the game progressed
the board contorted even more un l the players requested a replacement.)
Back to the Coun es, the tournament controller declared the match a draw deciding
there was blame on both sides. The Appeals Commi ee overturned this decision
awarding the match to No ngham 12-0.
Very few compe ons actually state the minimum quality of the equipment to be used.
Many years ago at a league match I objected to the clock I had been given. It had white
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minute and hour hands against a white dial. Whilst it could be read, it was not easy to do
so. In that case the clock was exchanged for another without any problems.
My thanks to Neil Graham for aler ng me to this story though the text is not his.

Awkward Situa on
My team was winning 6-1. There was one game s ll in progress. This game involved the
captains of both teams. The losing team captain claimed a draw with 20 seconds
remaining on his clock. My team mate had 1min 40sec on his.
The two players were disagreeing over the result. I was asked for my opinion.
The posi on was K,R+3P v K,R+2P with the claimant having the extra doubled pawn. All
the pawns were on the one side of the board. The last two moves had seen the pawns
on the other side of the board removed.
Summarising, the claimant had an extra pawn in what should be an easy posi on to draw
(and probably win) but the posi on on the board was ‘new’ so he had not demonstrated
this. If it had been a congress game the arbiter would have said play on and would
almost certainly have been able to award the draw a few moves later. One obvious move
should have lead to a win, other obvious moves lead to a draw. Other than moving the
rook en prise there was li le way of losing.
I was asked for my opinion. I tried to persuade my captain to accept the draw, but having
lost a recent game in a similar, though less clear, situa on he was loathe to do so. The
opposi on were now trying to adjudicate. I had to point out that it was not an
adjudica on. I then had to explain that if I received the claim I would have to decline it
because the player had not demonstrated that they knew what they were doing. Some
of the opposi on were unhappy with me un l it was pointed out that my ﬁrst ac on had
been to try to get my team-mate to accept the draw. Following this reminder everyone
was happy with the way I had dealt with things. Had I simply stated my interpreta on of
the situa on and told my team-mate straight away that in my opinion he would win the
dispute my reputa on with the opposi on team would have been damaged. It could
have had knock-on eﬀects at congresses.
At the end of the night no agreement was made. The posi on was ini ally submi ed to
an opposi on player/arbiter who agreed his player had claimed too soon to be
successful. Increments anyone?
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History – Time Controls
From the 1830s to the 1850s the slowness of chess players was ge ng much cri cism.
No ming mechanism was used. In the 1834 match between La Bourdonnais and
McDonnell, George Walker med one of La Bourdonnais moves at 55 minutes but also
commented that the opponent was ‘incomparably the slower player’. The 21st game in
the 1843 Staunton-St Amant match took 14½ hours for its 66 moves. Chess was being
seen as a ba le of stamina. In the 1851 London Tournament this came to a head. One
player reportedly took 2 hours and 20 minutes on one move.
In the 19th Century many players used pseudonyms, one such was Cantab who, a er the
London Tournament, proposed: “Let each player have a three-hour sandglass at his
elbow and a friend on either side to turn it. While the player is thinking, the sand must be
allowed to run; while his opponent is thinking, his glass will be laid horizontally on the
table and the running suspended.” Note that two sandglasses were required, one for
each player each being turned 90 degrees (laid on its side) a er a player made his move.
Sandglasses proved to be less than ideal as they were aﬀected by
temperature and humidity which aﬀected the accuracy. It also
happened that players turned the glass the wrong way meaning that
the elapsed me became the remaining me.
As a result the strong German, Tassilo, Baron von Heydebrand und der
Lasa, suggested using two watches and no ng the me used for each
move. (Although a strong player the Baron was more o en involved in
organising and wri ng. In 1898 he was awarded the ﬁrst honorary
membership of the German Chess Federa on.) It was also the Baron’s
idea to have rates of play as opposed to a ﬁxed me for each move.
Ini ally there was no punishment for exceeding the me limit. It is
believed the ﬁrst tournament to introduce a punishment was the 1867
Paris Interna onal. The me limit was 10 moves per hour. A ﬁne of 5 francs was levied
for each 15 minutes that this was exceeded.
Sandglasses and individual clocks con nued to be used un l 1883.
The following table lists some of the top events and the me control used in these early
days.
Year

Tournament/Match

Time Control

1861

Anderssen v Kolisch

24 moves each 2 hrs Sandglass

1862

London

20 moves in 2 hours Sandglass

15

Device

1865

Dublin

20 moves in 2 hours Sandglass

1866

Anderssen v Steinitz

20 moves in 2 hours Clock

1866

De Vere v Steinitz

24 moves in 2 hours Sandglass

1867

Dundee

30 moves in 2 hours Sandglass

1867

Paris

10 moves in 1 hour

Sandglass

1870

Baden-Baden

20 moves in 1 hour

Clock (but players
had op on of using
sandglass)

1871

Congdon v MacKenzie

24 moves in 2 hours Sandglass

1871

Cleveland

10 moves in 1 hour

Sandglass

1872

Steinitz v Zuckertort

15 moves in 1 hour

Clock

1873

Vienna

20 moves in 1 hour

Clock

1875
Philadelphia
15 moves in 1 hour Sandglass
The 1883 London tournament had two historical ﬁrsts. It was the ﬁrst tournament to use
a dual chessclock and it was also the ﬁrst to penalise a player failing to make the me
control with the loss of the game. However the ﬁne con nued in many tournaments
un l 1906 when Nurenberg was the last major event to do so.
The clock used was similar to the one
shown and was designed by Thomas
Bright Wilson and produced in Bradford
by Fa orini. Wilson was Secretary of
Manchester Chess Club.
It is claimed that Blackburne gave advice
on the construc on of the clock.
The following year saw the ﬁrst patent for
a chess clock. That was issued to
Amandus Schierwater of Liverpool.
Frisch Schierwater and Co (later
Schierwater and Lloyd Ltd) had a business
at 29 Church Street, Liverpool. In 1886
this company patented another chess clock that showed the ordinary me, but
registered on separate dials the period occupied by the players. It also indicated the
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number of moves in a game and whose turn it was to play. The expira on of me was
indicated by the ringing of a bell.
Hendrik DB Meijer, Secretary of the Dutch Chess Federa on, had the idea of adding a ﬂag
to the clocks to indicate the expiry of the me in 1899. However it took two decades
before these were common on clocks.
Many regarded claiming a win on me to be poor sportsmanship and declined to do so.
This became an issue at Vienna in 1882. James Mason exceeded the me limit in one
game but eventually won the game a er his opponent declined to claim the forfeit.
Another contender for ﬁrst prize, Wilhelm Steinitz, appealed Mason’s victory, and a loss
was imposed instead by the commi ee. A er this the forfeit was regarded as mandatory.
The clocks shown opposite were popular at the turn
of the century. The top one was sold be Jaques for
21/- and the bo om one by Tanner, who s ll
produce clocks.
Veenhoﬀ of Groningen is credited with perfec ng
the analogue push-bu on clock in 1900 but in both
of the clocks opposite the actual mepieces were
made by HAC (Hamburg American Clock) Co. This
was a German company using American methods and designs.
Both Jaques and Tanner would have bought the movements and had them assembled.

moves in 2 hours followed by 20 in an hour with
adjournment a er 6 hours.
As few games lasted over 60 moves adjournments
diminished.
In 1950, Borcherdt GmbH or BHB, was established in
Germany and became the leading manufacturer of
chess clocks in the world. The company lasted un l
1989. These became the standard club clock with
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the Garde clock being used for interna onal matches. The BHB clock proved so reliable
that it possibly restricted the move to digital clocks in the UK as many clubs refused to
update from the reliable standard to new-fangled electronic clocks.
Electric and then electronic clocks started in the 1970s. They had limited success. An
electric clock is shown below.
In 1964, the ﬁrst electronic chess clock was
manufactured by the Kiev Relay and Automa c
Works, a Russian ﬁrm.
The ﬁrst digital chess clock was created in 1973 by
Bruce Cheney, a Cornell University Electrical
Engineering student.
In 1975, the ﬁrst patent was granted to Joe Meshi
on a fully opera onal, microprocessor-based,
digital chess clock.
In 1988, Bobby Fischer patented a new digital chess clock that gave each player a ﬁxed
period of me at the start of the game and then added a small amount of me a er each
move. The clock was used in the 1992 Fischer-Spassky ‘return’ match in Yugoslavia. Prior
to the match, not even a working model of the clock had been constructed. With the
announcement of the match, a clock was made for the event in ﬁve days. It gained world
a en on though not as much as Fischer’s return. Arguably the long term eﬀect has been
much more! The rules of the match stated that each player begin with 111 minutes on
his clock and received one minute for each move played. This meant that a er 40 moves
each player had 151 minutes, or one minute more than the 40 in 2½ format used when
Fischer won the championship tle from Spassky in 1972. For the second control, the
match rules gave each player an addi onal 40 minutes to play 20 moves but also added
an extra minute for each move played. The inﬂuence of this type of me control on
chess has been signiﬁcant.
The digital market has been dominated by DGT. It was
established in 1992 under the name DGT Projects by Ben
Bulsink (research and development) who had prototyped
the ﬁrst digital clock in 1985 and IA Albert Vasse (sales and
marke ng). The company oﬃcially registered the following
year. In 2007 the company name was changed to Digital Game Technology. Compe tors
have had limited success.
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In 2009 FIDE a empted to standardise me controls. For events hoping to have norms
organisers had to choose one of 6 me controls (3 incremental and 3 ‘tradi onal’).
* 90 minutes with 30 seconds cumula ve increment for each move star ng from ﬁrst
move
* 90 minutes for 40 moves + 30 minutes with 30 seconds cumula ve increment for each
move star ng from the ﬁrst move
* 100 minutes for 40 moves followed by 50 minutes for 20 moves, then 15 minutes for
the remaining moves with 30 seconds cumula ve increment for each move star ng from
ﬁrst move
* 40 moves in 2 hours followed by 30 minutes for the rest of the game
* 40 moves in 2 hours followed by 60 minutes for the rest of the game
* 40 moves in 2 hours followed by 20 moves in 1 hour followed by 30 minutes for the rest
of the game.
The ﬁrst of these controls was only supposed to last for a year but was extended.
Indeed this me control has proved very popular with events having more than one
round per day. The third of these me controls was used at the Bri sh and at Has ngs
but is no longer used, having been replaced by op on 2. Only games between very
strong players, such as the world championship, seem to use this me control now. For a
me the FIDE Grand Prix, Candidates matches and the World Championship were played
at a rate of 40 in 2 hours, 20 in an hour and only at move 60 were increments introduced.
There are s ll some blitz tournaments where the increment does not come into force
un l move 60. Se ng the clock in these situa ons requires a bit of lateral thinking. The
move counter must be ac vated. It is then done by se ng the increment in the ﬁrst
session(s) to zero. Alterna ve se ng of the clock come close to this but will not add on
the increments un l a player’s me goes to zero.
FIDE has now dropped any addi onal restric ons on me controls for norm events
though there are s ll restric ons for ra ng. The minimum length of a playing session
varies with a player’s ra ng but all insist that where there is more than one session the
number of moves in that session should be 40 for me control purposes. A minimum of
4 hour sessions are required for all games to be eligible for ra ng.
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Bad Humour Alert
Two arbiters were having a discussion on what the chemical symbol for Neon was with
one saying Nn and the other Ne. Another arbiter who was in earshot suggested that Ne
was the symbol for Iron. On being told that was Fe he a empted to sing “#Ne old iron,
Ne old iron, Ne, Ne old iron!” (Unfortunately true!)
What did the arbiter say to the chess player with a beau ful woman on his arm?
“Nice ta oo!”
An arbiter was having trouble with his computer. Despite pu ng it into mute mode the
computer kept burs ng into song. What did he expect - it was ‘A Dell’.
A Dutch Arbiter was so keen on keeping noise down that he even wore inﬂatable shoes.
Unfortunately he is no longer available as he popped his clogs.
Every player has the right to be stupid, but some abuse that privilege.
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